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We construct an explicit model for the infinite loop spaces of Thorn spectra 
Introduction 
Boardman [2] defined the Thorn spectrum Tf associated with an arbitrary map 
f : Y+ BO. This construction has had numerous applications, the most promi- 
nent of which have been the nilpotence theorem of Devinatz, Hopkins and Smith 
[4]. (For more references, as well as for further developments, see [6].) 
In this paper, we address an old question [ll]: if f is a constant map, Tf is 
simply the suspension spectrum ,Z”( Y,), so that there is a nice model for the 
infinite loop space 0”Tf = 0%“Y ( see e.g. [8, 171). When f is arbitrary, the 
spectrum Tf still has the meaning of a ‘twisted suspension spectrum’ of Y, . What 
is the corresponding model for fl”Tf? No such model has been known. In effect, 
the known calculations for 0”Tf (see, e.g., [19]), use different methods. 
In this paper, we give two models of Lt”Tf as realizations of simplicial spaces 
A., where the spaces A,, are better understood. This, of course, gives rise to 
spectral sequences converging to k(ilxTf) for any homology theory k (see 1161). 
Such spectral sequences appear to lead to interesting calculations, but we do not 
pursue this point in the present paper. 
The First Model (Theorem 1.3) is a simplicial space A. with 
A,, = QW” X-V.) 7 
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where X is the total space of the principal bundle associated with the map 
f : Y- BU and QZ = L!“E “Z. The purpose of the Second Model (Theorem 1.5) 
is to reduce the ‘size’ of the spaces involved. Instead of using QZ for an arbitrary 
space Z, the second model consist of finite products of copies of X, 0 and Q(n), 
where n = (0, . . . , n} interpreted as a based space with base point 0 for II I 0. 
The second model is obtained from the first model by an ‘equivariant finitariza- 
tion identity’ (Theorem 1.10). 
1. Statement of the results 
We shall work in the categories 0% of unbased weakly Hausdorff compactly 
generated topological spaces and F of nondegenerately based spaces in %. All the 
constructions performed will be given the topologies to stay in the required 
categories (cf. [ES]). We shall sometimes also consider y as a topological category 
with a discrete object space and with horns topologized by the compact-open 
topology. One can then talk about continuous functors between y and other 
topological categories. We shall also talk about Hausdorff topological groups G: 
in this context, the unit will be assumed nondegenerate, although the group will 
be often given a separate dispoint base point. In the sequel, an ‘equivalence’ 
means a weak homotopy equivalence. 
1.1. Thorn spectra. Consider a topological group G together with a representa- 
tion r : G+ 0 and a topological space Y together with a map cp : Y+ BG. Put 
f = (Br)cp. Boardman [2] associated a Thorn spectrum T’with the composite map 
f (see also [6]). We shall obtain models for the space 07”in terms of the space Y 
and the group G. While the involvement of a general group G (as opposed to just 
0) plays no role on the level of Thorn spectra, it provides additional information 
on the level of the models: A smaller group leads to a simpler model. The 
example to keep in mind is G = U. 
We shall assume that, for an infinite set S of natural numbers IZ, there are 
subspaces BG(n) c BG such that for n’ > it, BG(n) c BG(n’) and the inclusions 
are cofibrations. (True for G = U, S = (2n ) n E NJ>.) Now let Y(n) = q”-‘(BG(n)) 
for n E S and assume that also Y(n) C Y(n’) is a cofibration for IZ < IZ’. Now let 
X(n)+ Y(n) (resp. X-+ Y) be the pullback via cp of the principal bundle 
EG(n)+ BG(n) (resp. EG -+ BG). It will be convenient for us to view EG 
as a right G-space. We see easily that the Thorn space of the restriction 
fl yc,2j : Y(n)-, BO(n) is 
TX(n) = X(n) MC(,) S” = (X(n)+ ) A,(“) S” 9 
where G(n) acts on S” via the representation G(n)+ O(n). NOW the spaces 
TX(n) together with the obvious stabilization maps define a spectrum TX 
(traditionally denoted by Tf) and called the Thorn spectrum associated with the 
principal G-bundle X (or, equivalently, with the map f). 
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1.2. We recall from [8] that a monad D in Y is a self-functor D : .Y+ 5 together 
with unit and composition maps p : Id + D, p : DD + D which satisfy appropri- 
ate associativity and unit axioms. A right D-functor is a functor F : Y+ 7, where 
‘I’ is an arbitrary category, together with a map 6 : FD- F which again satisfies 
associativity and unit axioms; a left D-functor F : Y+ .‘Y for an arbitrary category 
Y is defined analogously. An example of a left and right D-functor is another 
monad E : $+ 5 together with a morphism of monads D- E. For a monad D, 
and a left D-functor E : 9’4 Y (which is often just an object *-+ 9) and a right 
D-functor F : .Y-+ 7 we have the two-sided bar construction B,(F, D, E) which 
is a functor from Y to simplicial objects over “Ir. If simplicial objects over 7’f have a 
realization functor (such as for “Ir = % or “Ir = Y), then we have a functor 
B(F. D, E) : Y’+ “tr . 
We refer the reader to [8] for details (see also the appendix to [9]). 
In our situation, we shall consider the monads Q’“’ where Q’“‘(X) = a”,Z:“(X) 
(see [8]) and also Q where 
QX = 0% “X = colim LY’_Z”X . 
In addition, for a topological group G, there is a monad G* given by 
G*X=XnG+. 
Now a representation G-+ 0 gives rise to morphisms of monads 
G*(n)+ Q'"' , G*+Q. 
1.3. Theorem (The First Model). For a principal G-bundle X, there is a natural 
equivalence of based spaces 
cp : B(Q, G*, X+)* L!=TX. 
1.4. Theorem 1.3 involves applying the functor Q to arbitrary spaces. We are 
interested in a more ‘finitary’ model. To this end, we use the two-sided bar 
construction of categories B(U, Cat, V), where Cat is a topological category and 
U,V are right (resp. left) graphs over Cat. We refer the reader to [12] for details. 
In the example we have in mind, Cat will always have a discrete object space and 
U,V are simply continuous functors V : Cat + 3, U : CaP + Y. 
Recall the category 9 with object set N = (0, 1,2, . . .} (where n = 
{O,l,..., n} regarded as a based set with base point 0) and where morphisms 
from m to n are based maps from m to n. For a based space X, there is a natural 
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right graph RX over 9 where (RX),, = X”. On the other hand, there is a left 
graph 0 over % with o,, = Q(n). 
We shall now give these entities additional structure. Let a category 9 J G 
have the same objects as 9, but 
The wreath product composition 
(9 J G)(m, 4 x (9 J GM, m)-+ (9 J G)(k, n) 
is given by 
where, for g=(g,. -, str2> with g, E G if p(i) >O and g, = * otherwise, 
~~‘&l(~) = g,(k) if $(k) 2 1 and @-‘g@(k) = * otherwise. Now observe that 0 has 
the structure of a left 2 J G-graph. One way of seeing this is to observe that 
Q,, = Q(n) = colim fi”‘(.S”’ v . * . v S”‘) (n summands). There is an action 
(9 J G(m>)(n, k) X fl”‘(.‘?i’ v ’ . . v S”‘)+ O”‘(S”’ v . . . v S”‘) 
(k summands on the left-hand side) given by 
(cp, g, $I>++ cp(g(+)) (1.4.1) 
for cp E F(n, k), g E G(m)““-““‘, sl, E fI”‘(S”’ v . . . v S”‘) and g acts on $ via the 
action of G(m) on S”’ (the summands which go to the base point do not matter). 
Also, if X is a right G-space, R(X+) is a right B J” G-graph by a formula 
analogous to (1.4.1): (x. Q, g) H (x$)g. 0 ur main result can now be stated as 
follows: 
1.5. Theorem (The Second Model). For a principal G-bundle X, there is a natural 
equivalence of unbased spaces 
I): B(R(X,), 9 J G, ~)-fIxTX. 
1.6. Remark. Note that the source of I/J consists of a combinatorial construction 
on X and a fixed space 0 and is therefore ‘smaller’ than the source of the map cp 
of Theorem 1.3. The reason B(R(X+), 9 J G, 0). IS unbased is that its base point 
is inflated into the space B(R(*), B J G, 0). This space is contractible, because it 
is the classifying space of a category with an initial object. We give a restatement 
of Theorem 1.5, which has the advantage that it is valid for an arbitrary based 
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G-space, as opposed to just a free unbased principal G-bundle with a disjoint 
base point. By a weak equivalence we mean a diagram of equivalences of the 
form *+.c.. 
1.7. Theorem. For a based G-space Z with fixed base point, there is a canonial 
weak equivalence 
B( Q, G*, Z) - B(RZ, 9 1 G, 0) . 
It turns out that for understanding Theorem 1.7, it is advantageous to general- 
ize it even further. The following concepts are an elaboration of the ideas of 
Boardman and Vogt [3]. 
1.8. Definition. Let M be a monad in 5. We can then form a topological category 
IY~, called the theory associated with M, with object space N and 
7YM(m, n) = M(m)” . 
Composition is defined in the obvious way. (For further details, see [3, 51.) We 
take the liberty of also denoting (-9M)“p by 9 ] M. As a special case, we consider 
6 = 6, where 1 : F+ 5 is the identity monad; we easily see that 5 ] 1 = 9. We 
call a continuous monad M h-finitary if the obvious map 
B(if,,,, 6, RZ)+ RMZ 
is an equivalence for any based space Z. This is a homotopical version of the 
concept of a finitary monad (see [3]). We recall that the coend D x i1 C of a 
functor C : 6+ 9 and D : 9-+ 3 is 
where - is the equivalence relation generated by (xcp, y) - (x, cpy) for x E D(n), 
y E C(m), p E fi(m, n). A continuous monad M is finitary if the canonical map 
F : it+,,,, x,y RX+ MX 
is a homeomorphism for any based space X. It can be shown that a finitary monad 
which preserves equivalence is always h-finitary (see Proposition A.1 of the 
Appendix). 
Finally, we remark that for an arbitrary functor F : .T-+ 9 (not necessarily a 
monad), we can form a functor aM : G- 2- .T and we can define the concept 
‘finitary’ and ‘h-finitary’ for continuous functors similarly as for continuous 
monads. 
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Recall from [17] and [12] that an g-space is a functor L : 9+ 9 such that 
L(0) is weakly contractible (1.8.1) 
The canonical map fi 6, : L(n)+ fi L(l) is an equivalence, 
i=I i= I 
where 6,(i) = 1 and 6, ( j) = 0 if i # j . (1.8.2) 
It is customary to add the following cofibration condition (see [12]), which is 
needed especially in connection with the bar construction of monads when 
nontrivial identifications are involved. 
For any injection cp E S(m, n), L(q) is a 2’,-equivariant cofibration, 
where 2, is the group of permutations (T : n* n such that 
cT(Im 9) = Im cp . (1.8.3) 
It will be also convenient to require that, for every monad M in the sequel, the 
unit n : X+ MX be a cofibration and that, for any cofibration i : A+ X, the map 
Mi : MA+ MX be a cofibration. It is easy to see that these conditions are 
satisfied in the special cases we are interested in and can be suitably weakened or 
modified to accommodate any case one can conceivably be interested in. 
1.9. Example. For a based space A, the functor F : XH A A X is finitary. 
Proof. We have 
%4 x,9 
It is obvious that 
RX+ u (A v . . . v A) x X”/- 
the right-hand side is A A X. 0 
One can then phrase Theorem 1.7 abstractly as follows: 
1.10. Theorem. Let M be an h-finitary monad and P an h-finitary right M-functor 
in 9. Then, for any M-space Z, 
B(RZ. 9 J M, .9 J P) = B(IY~, a,,,, RZ) - RB(P, M, Z) . 
In deducing Theorem 1.7 from Theorem 1.10, one needs the following lemma: 
1.11. Lemma. Q is h-finitary. Zn other words, since Q(n) = 9 s Q(1, n), 
B(RZ, 9, e) - QZ . 
Similarly, Q” -+ R kC k is h-finitary for k 2 1. 
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A well-known result of Segal [17] asserts that for any p-space L, 
fiflB(RS”, 9, L) - BL(1) . 
This assertion and the stable part of Lemma 1.11 have an amusing common 
generalization: 
1.12. Theorem. Let E be any connective spectrum. Then the functor .Y+ 9 given 
by ZHO~(E A Z) is h-finitary. In other words, B(RZ, S,AE)- R”(E A Z) 
where AE is the S-space associated with the spectrum E in the sense of Segal [17] 
or May and Thomason [12]. (To make fln”(E A -) into a continuous functor inside 
5, we consider spectra as ‘infinite loop sequences’ with the appropriate morphisms 
as in [17] or [6].) 
1.13. Proof that Lemma 1.11 and Theorem 1.10 imply Theorem 1.7. First note 
that G* is finitary by Example 1.9 (see also Proposition A.1 of the Appendix). 
Now it was established above that G*-+ Q is a morphism of monads. Moreover, 
Q is h-finitary by Lemma 1.11. Thus, Theorem 1.7 is an instance of Theorem 1.10 
for M = G* and P = Q. 0 
We present another application of Theorem 1.10. This example is interesting in 
view of the fact that, for n > 0, 0”Q is not h-finitary (by a connectivity check). 
1.14. Theorem. If Z is an n-connected space, then 
WQZ- B(R(CZ), 9 j- Q’“‘, Q) . 
Proof. We consider the obvious map of monads Q’“‘- Q. Both monads are 
h-finitary by Lemma 1.9. One therefore gets 
B(R(R”Z), 9 ] Q’“‘, Q) - B(Q, Q”“, n”Z) . 
But B(S”, Q’“‘, O”Z) - Z by a theorem of May [S, Theorem 12.31, since Z is 
n-connected. Further, for m 2 n, 
and B(OmSm, Q’“‘, O”Z) - fl”,S”-” Z again by [X, Theorem 12.31 and because, 
again, Z is n-connected. Thus, 
B( Q, QCfl’, WZ) - WQZ 
by an obvious stabilization argument. 0 
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2. The proof of the results 
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorems 1.3, 1.5, 1.10 and 1.12. Note 
that the n-fold suspension functor Z” : F+ .T is a left G(n)“-functor. 
2.1. Lemma. There is a natural equivalence B(.E”, G(n)*, X(n)+)+ TX(n). 
Proof. We have a commutative diagram 
B(X(n), G(n), *)- X(n) X,(n) (*I 
I I 
B(X(n), G(n), S”>- X(n) x,;(n) S” 
; I 
WC”, G(n)*, X(n)+>- X(n) X,(n) 9’ 
(The B symbols in the first two rows mean the bar construction of categories, 
while the B symbol in the last line is a bar construction of monads.) Because of 
our assumptions, both columns are cofibrations. The first two rows are equiva- 
lences as X(n) is a principal G(n)-bundle. Consequently, so is the last row. 0 
2.2. Proof of Theorem 1.3. By a theorem of May [S, Theorem 12.31 and by the 
fact that the spaces fl’~“(G(n)“)(X(n)+) are connected for i < n, we have an 
equivalence 
B(R’%“, G(n)*, X(n)+)+ .“B(,‘: G(n)*, X(n)+)- fYTX(n) . 
Since these maps clearly commute with the stabilization maps and since the 
stabilization maps are cofibrations by our hypotheses, the statement follows. 0 
2.3. Proof of Lemma 1.11. We first consider the stable case. Consider the monad 
C associated with the little cube operad (see [S]). If we define a left graph C over 
9 by C,, = C(n), then in the composition B(RZ, 9, C)* RZ X:, c-, CZ, the 
second map is a homeomorphism (as C is finitary), while the first map is an 
equivalence by the fact that the actions of z,, c 9 on C are free (see [12]). Now 
consider the left graph J over 9 given by 
J = B(Q, C, c) 
and the left C-functor r given by 
l-Z = B(RZ, 5, c) . 
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We have a 
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chain of equivalences 
B(RZ,B,Q)~- B(Rz,~, J)= ~(Q,c,rz)A ~(Q,c,cz). 
(2.3.1) 
The middle equality is the realization theorem of bisimplicial spaces (see [14]). 
The right-hand side is equivalent to QZ (see [9]), while the chain of maps (2.3.1) 
together with the map B(RZ, 5, e)- QZ originally defined are easily seen to 
form a commutative diagram. Now the unstable case is handled similarly. 0 
2.4. Proof of Theorem 1.10. First note that we have equivalences 
B(app, 8Mr B(a&,, ,=))= B(B(ap, aM> ,s,>, 6, W (2.4.1) 
i- 
B(%, 6, RZ) -% RPZ 
where the middle row equality is the realization theorem of a bisimplicial space 
(see [14]). But now 
RB(P,M,Z)=B(RP,M,Z) 
T- 
B(B(Op, aM,RM),M, Z)= B(6,>,aM, B(PM, M,Z)) (2.4.2) 
I- 
B(fip, +v,, RZ) 
where the middle row equality is, again, the realization theorem of a bisimplicial 
space. 0 
2.5. Proof of Theorem 1.5. We merely remark that if one substitutes G, for M, Q 
for P and X, for Z (see Lemma l.ll), then every one of the spaces in (2.4.1) and 
(2.4.2) comes with a canonical collapse map into R"TX such that all the relevant 
diagrams strictly commute. 0 
2.6. Proof of Theorem 1.12. Recall from [17] that an S-space L can be automati- 
cally regarded as an 9 x S-space by choosing a concrete embedding 9 x 9 c 5. 
This gives us the option of regarding 
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as an S-space: the bar-construction is via the first S-coordinate of L, the 
S-action via the second coordinate of L. The fact that the resulting functor 
B(L,, 6, RX) : .!F-+ 9 is, indeed, an S-space, follows from the properties of the 
two-sided bar construction (see A.3 of the Appendix). In this interpretation, 
Segal [17] proved the formulas 
B(B(L,&RX),O,RY)-B(LAR(Xr\Y)) (26.1) 
and 
fJnkB”L - L if L has homotopy inverses, (2.6.2) 
where 
BkL = B(L, 6, RSk) 
(see also A.3 of the Appendix). But this implies that 
BkB(L, 6, RX) = B(B(L, 6, RX), cp, RSk) 
- B(L, 19, R(J?X)) - B(BkL, 6, RX) 
and, conversely, 
&B(BkL, 6, RX) - B(L, 6, RX). (2.6.3) 
Put A = (BkL)(l) (interpreting B”L as an S-space). Let M be the monad in 9 
given by MX = A A X. Then since A is k-connected, the canonical map 
M(n)+ BkL(n) . 
(given by summing up the n injections BkL(l)-+ B”L(n)) is a (2k - l)-equiva- 
lence. Consequently, the induced map 
B(i?,,,, 6, RX)- B(BkL, 6, RX) (2.6.4) 
is a (2k - 1)-equivalence (by considering, say, the spectral sequence for ordinary 
homology with coefficients in a field). But since M is finitary, the left-hand side of 
(2.6.4) is equivalent to MX, and thus (2.6.4) gives a (2k - 1)-equivalence 
A A X-+ B(BkL, 6, RX). 
Together with (2.6.3). this gives a (k - l)-equivalence 
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Rk(A A X)-+ B(L, 6, RX). 
Now the above procedure stabilizes via the obvious maps, which gives the 
required result. Cl 
Appendix. Finitary and h-finitary functors 
The purpose of this Appendix is to clarify the relationship between finitary and 
h-finitary functors. 
A.1. Proposition. Suppose that F is a finitary functor which preserves equiva- 
lences. Then F is h-jinitary. 
Example. The functor F : X- L A X for a based space L (recall that we assume 
nondegenerate base points) satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition A.l. 
Proof of Proposition A.l. Define a monad M in FN by putting 
M(Z)(n) = u 7Y(m, n) X Z(m). 
n, 
Define, further, a right M-functor P : TN-_, a-spaces by 
P(Z) = R(WZ)(l)) . 
Note that 
B(P, M, Z) = RB(M(l), M, Z) , (A.l.l) 
Now calculate 
FX- FB(M(l), M, RX) (by (A.l.l)) 
= lYF X A B(P, M, RX) 
= B(& x,‘+ P, M, RX) - B(& x3 B(6,6, P), M, RX) 
= B(B(8F,, 6, P), M, RX) - B($-, 0, B(P, M, RX)) 
- B(&, 6, RX). (A.1.2) 
To conclude that F is h-finitary, we now need to observe that every term in 
(A.1.2) comes equipped with a canonical collapse map into FX and that the 
relevant diagrams commute. 0 
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A.2. Proposition. Suppose that F is a h-finitary and X = B(M(l), M, RZ). Then 
RFX- OF x,? RX. 
Proof. By (A.l.l) and the last three rows of (A.1.2), 
I?~ x a RX = I?~ x,? B(P, M, RZ) - B(I?~,, 6, RX) - RFX , 
as required. 0 
A.3. Since Segal [17] used a different language, we also say a few words about the 
formulas (2.6.1) and (2.6.2). To prove (2.6.2), we note that Segal [17] proved 
L - R”(L x,~ RSk) 
if L has homotopy inverses, is a proper $-space and the actions of Z, C S(n, n) 
are free. The proof of (2.6.2) is now finished by noting that the latter condition is 
always satisfied for the space B(L, 8, 9) and that 
B(L, 6, RS”) = B(L, 6, 9) x,7 RSk 
To prove (2.6.1), adopt the same connection concerning the passage between 
@-spaces as in 2.6. Now compute: 
B(B(L, 6, RX), 6, RY) 
- B(B(B(L 6, S), 6, RX), 6, RY) 
- B(L, 6, B(B(6, 6, RX), 6, RY)) 
- B(L, 6, B(R(X A -), 9, RY)) 
- B(L, 6, R(X A Y)) . 
Similarly, one proves that if C is an s-space then so is B(L, 6, RX): 
B(L(- A n), 6, RX) 
- B(L”, i?, RX) 
- B(L”, 19, B(P, M, RX)) 
- B(B(L”, 6, I’), M, RX) 
- B(L” xg P, M,RX)= B((L x,? P>",M,RX) 
=(B(L x,? P,M,RX))“--..-(B(L,O,RX))” . 
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